Under Contract (Falling Under)

The kinkier the sex, the higher the price tagâ€¦Ryan Black has admired Celestina Sala from
afar for years, her lush body and sensual nature calling to the dominant in him. For just as
many years, Celestina was off-limitsâ€”married, proud and self-sufficient. But all that has
changed, and now Celestina is in debt and in needâ€¦and available. Ryan proposes a contract:
hell pay off her debt if she gives herself to him in bed, yielding control in exchange for the
pain and pleasure hell bring them both.There are words for women who take money for sex,
and none of them are nice ones. Celestina never thought shed have to sink this low, but giving
up control sounds more enticing than ever before. And suddenly its not about having to give in
to Ryan. Its about wanting to.But when Ryans dark past comes to light, they may both be in
over their heads. The terms of his contract say her body is hisâ€¦but her heart may be another
story.One thing is for sureâ€”now that Ryan has Celestina, he can never let her go.100,160
words
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Under Contract has ratings and 36 reviews. Lillian ? Cloud 9 Books ? said: * *** 4 ROPING
STARS ****If you aren't into reading about BDSM (ropes, ch. By putting in a backup offer,
you'll be positioned as the next buyer in line should the current contract fall through. If you've
fallen in love with a home that is under.
One problem: it's already under contract or has a sale pending. What's the This is because at
this stage, the deal can easily fall through. At that point, the property's status typically changes
from for sale to under contract or in contract. That tells other buyers and real estate agents
that the seller. When a house is under contract, can you still make an offer? That means
should the first offer fall through (and that is possible if there are.
If an offer is accepted, a contract is signed and the property is reclassified from ' for sale' to
'under contract'; however, it is important to. Whether you're thinking of buying or selling a
home or are currently in the process, when a buyer and seller agree to terms in a contract that it
is not a done deal. Home sale contingent offers in real estate have a much greater chance to
fall.
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